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Drive profitable growth 
with Google AI in Ads 
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Hedwich de Groot
Tetsuo Konno

Ted intro
4 min



Google has been   pioneering AI advances 
for a while

2024
Gemini



Which is integrated in 
our   everyday lives

Magic Editor



Circle to search Search Generative 
Experience

And enabling the reimagination of our 
core products, like   search 



Predictive AI has been 
the foundation of 
Google Ads for years

While generative AI is 
bringing new 
opportunities 

coming to accounts with language setting English, 
globally in the coming months
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is very capable and improving but still 
dependent on the quality of data input AI

2024 is an inflection point in marketing

Platform & regulatory changes drastically 
impact how we collect data 

1P 
Data



AI Powered Media 
Integrated and 
custom solutions

Four steps to make Google AI work for you

01. 01
. 01. 

01. 01
. 

01.  
01. 01

. 

02. 

03. 

Your Input
Your business goals, 

1P data & measurement

04. 
Custom AI

Google’s integrated AI

Your test plan



Your input
Your business goals, 1P data & measurement

Step 1

Hedwich (step 1) 
8 min



Revenue
value optimized

ROI and total
profit optimized

Conversions 
cost optimized

Revenue 
cost optimized

Customer 
Lifetime Value 

optimized (CLV)

Clicks
cost optimized

Conversions

Revenue

Profit

Cost of Sales

Long 
term profit

CPC

Clarify your true business objectives

Step 1 | Your input

Objectives

Revenue
value optimized

ROI and total
profit optimized

Conversions 
cost optimized

Revenue 
cost optimized

Customer Lifetime 
Value optimized 

(CLV)

Clicks
cost optimized

CPA

ROAS

Profit

Cost of Sales

Long term 
profit

CPC
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Objectives

Profit

Long 
term profit



Align on the definition of that objective across the 
organisation

Example data

Incrementality 
calibration?

Step 1 | Your input

100 5

10

85 45

40 10

30

Gross
Sales

Discounts
& returns

Net 
sales

COGS Gross 
Profit 1

Fulfilment Gross 
Profit 2

Get as far down the P&L as possible



Build a future proof data foundation and 
use advanced solutions on top if required

Clicks RevenueOrders Long term 
profit

D
at

a 
fo

un
da

tio
n

Profit

Google Tag + SDK

Consent Mode (v2)

Enhanced Conversions

Measurement

Profit Long 
term profit

Step 1 | Your input

Advanced solutions



Which solution should you use for advanced values?
Use case 1

Closed leads

Focus on high value customers, 
leading to more revenue & better 
efficiency

Use case 2

Profit Based 
Bidding

Use the real margin of the  
transactions to maximize the ROI of 
your marketing efforts

EC for leads
Upload converted lead value to Google Ads 
based on hashed PII data, up to 63 days post 
click. Within 14 days is best. Consider 
predicting lead value through Google Cloud.

DOCA*
Upload profit data directly into Google Ads up 
to 7 days after the initial conversion, based on 
order_id

Vertex AI

Relevant data available for 
you after +/- 7-14 days

github.com/google/gps-phoebe

Provide future value data securely and in near 
real time through sGTM. Future value (LTV) is 
predicted through AI in Google Cloud

gPS Soteria
Provide profit data securely and in near real 
time through sGTM

github.com/google-marketing-solutions/g
ps_soteria

Which solution should you use for   advanced values  ?

Use case 1

Lead generation

Example verticals:
Finance, B2B, 
Insurance

Use case 2

Use case 3

Future value 
(e.g. LTV)

Focus on high value customers, 
leading to more revenue & better 
efficiency

Step 1 | Your input

Online Sales

Example verticals:
E-commerce, Travel



Which solution should you use for advanced values?
Use case 1

Closed leads

Focus on high value customers, 
leading to more revenue & better 
efficiency

Use case 2

Profit Based 
Bidding

Use the real margin of the  
transactions to maximize the ROI of 
your marketing efforts

EC for leads
Upload converted lead value to Google Ads 
based on hashed PII data, up to 63 days post 
click. Within 14 days is best. Consider 
predicting lead value through Google Cloud.

DOCA*
Upload profit data directly into Google Ads up 
to 7 days after the initial conversion, based on 
order_id

Vertex AI

Relevant data available for 
you after +/- 7-14 days

github.com/google/gps-phoebe

Provide future value data securely and in near 
real time through sGTM. Future value (LTV) is 
predicted through AI in Google Cloud

gPS Soteria
Provide profit data securely and in near real 
time through sGTM

github.com/google-marketing-solutions/g
ps_soteria

Use case 3

Future value 
(e.g. LTV)

Focus on high value customers, 
leading to more revenue & better 
efficiency

Which solution should you use 
for  advanced values  ?

Use case 1

Lead generation
Focus on leads that 
become valuable 
customers

Upload converted lead value to 
Google Ads based on hashed PII 
data (up to 63 days delay). Within 
14 days is best. 

Predict closed lead 
probability and value 
through AI in Google Cloud 
based on historical data

Vertex AI

Step 1 | Your input

Example verticals:
Finance, B2B, Insurance 

EC for leads



Which solution should you use for advanced values?
Use case 1

Closed leads

Focus on high value customers, 
leading to more revenue & better 
efficiency

Use case 2

Profit Based 
Bidding

Use the real margin of the  
transactions to maximize the ROI of 
your marketing efforts

EC for leads
Upload converted lead value to Google Ads 
based on hashed PII data, up to 63 days post 
click. Within 14 days is best. Consider 
predicting lead value through Google Cloud.

DOCA*
Upload profit data directly into Google Ads up 
to 7 days after the initial conversion, based on 
order_id

Vertex AI

Relevant data available for 
you after +/- 7-14 days

github.com/google/gps-phoebe

Provide future value data securely and in near 
real time through sGTM. Future value (LTV) is 
predicted through AI in Google Cloud

gPS Soteria
Provide profit data securely and in near real 
time through sGTM

github.com/google-marketing-solutions/g
ps_soteria

Use case 3

Future value 
(e.g. LTV)

Focus on high value customers, 
leading to more revenue & better 
efficiency

Predict lifetime value or 
things like returns through 
AI in Google Cloud based on 
historical data

Vertex AI

Step 1 | Your input

Use case 2
Online Sales

Upload profit data directly into 
Google Ads up to 7 days after 
the initial conversion, based on 
order_id.

Provide profit data securely 
and in near real time 
through sGTM and Firestore

Soteria

github.com/google-marketing-solutions/gps_soteria

Example verticals:
Travel, Retail

Which solution should you use 
for  advanced values  ?

DOCA

(Beta solution)

Optimize marketing 
towards Profit 



So  

1. Data foundation is impacted, 
make sure to implement 
tagging, Enhanced 
Conversions and Consent 
Mode. 

2. Many (new) features to steer 
on advanced value to align 
Business Objective and Google 
Ads Strategy. 

Step 1 | Your input

The fuel of AI first 
party data and your 
business objective!

“Optimise towards your 
business objectives 

So…  

Make sure your data 
foundation is set-up for 
success. 

01

02



Google’s integrated AI
Activate the data from step 1

Step 2

Ted (step 2-4 & 
closing) 12 min



Invest to maximize profit by using predictive AI in 
target simulators 

Find the point where value (profit) - cost is the biggest

You can also use performance planner for this 

Available for all, best if step 1 is done right.

Step 2 | Google’s integrated AI

Pr
ofi

t

Investment

Max Profit

Hurdle rate

Max ROAS

Revenue

Total 
profit

A

B

C



Example: One retailer proved success by setting up a geo-test with different targets. 

Find the point where value (profit) - cost is the biggest

You can also use performance planner for this 

Step 2 | Google’s integrated AI

Invest to maximize profit by using predictive AI in 
target simulators 

Available for all, best if step 1 is done right.



Guide AI to invest in the right customers by using 
lifecycle goals and conversion value rules

New

How conversion value of a £10 purchase would be 
calculated for different customer types

Existing customers:  £10.00

New customers:  £16.00

New customers (high value):  £22.00

 £10.00

 £10.00  £6.00

 £10.00  £12.00

How conversion value of a €10 purchase would be 
calculated for different customer types

Existing customers:  €10.00

New customers:  €16.00

New customers (high value):  €22.00

Lapsed customers:  €13.00 (NEW BETA)

 €10.00

 €10.00  €6.00

 €10.00

 €10.00

 €12.00

 €3.00

Primary condition Select your rule’s primary condition

Audience segment

All audience segments

Enter audience segment

Value Select the value adjustment that will 
apply to your base conversion value

Multiply 0.8

Audience segment Customer match - super loyalists

Step 2 | Google’s integrated AI

Available for all, best if step 1 is done right.

Lifecycle goals, incl. NCA can be found on account or campaign level Conversion value rules can be found on account or campaign level 

https://github.com/google-marketing-solutions/crystalvalue



New

How conversion value of a £10 purchase would be 
calculated for different customer types

Existing customers:  £10.00

New customers:  £16.00

New customers (high value):  £22.00

 £10.00

 £10.00  £6.00

 £10.00  £12.00

Step 2 | Google’s integrated AI

Conversion value rules to spend less on loyal 
customers without losing incremental sales

NCA in Performance Max increased new
customer sales ratio by +8% 



Step 2 | Google’s integrated AI

Use segments to check 
original vs adjusted value

Audience -1.500

Campaign Conv. value

15,000

5,000

2,500

-2.000

Campaign 1 - Search - Generic

Original value (rule applied)

New vs. returning customer

Audience

Monitor longer term ‘shifts’ to 
determine success

Original value (no rule 
applied)

9,500

Segments > conversions > value rule adjustmentValue generated through Google Ads

100%

75%

50%

29%

0%
Jan                Feb                March               April                May

Loyal 
customer profit

Lapsed
Customer profit

New
Customer profit

Indexed example data



Custom AI example
Generative AI to enhance product feeds

Step 3

Friends of search    |    2024
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Google Think 2024

github.com/google-marketing-solutions/feedgen

FeedGen

Step 3 | Custom AI

Input

Title:
2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top
Website:
https://2xu.de/products/core-compressio
n-l-s-ma6398a
Color: White
Size: M
Description:
Lightweight, sleek and comfortable 
design, UPF-50+ protection.

Output
Title:
2XU Men's Swim, Compression Long 
Sleeve Top, Black, Size M, PWX Fabric, 
Crew Neck

Color: Black

Description:
The 2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top is a sleek and comfortable top 
designed for swimmers of all levels. Made 
from lightweight and breathable PWX 
fabric, this top provides excellent 
moisture-wicking properties to keep you 
cool and dry during your swim. The UPF 
50+ protection shields you from the sun's 
harmful rays, while the crew neck and long 
sleeves offer additional coverage. The 
black color of the top makes it a versatile 
choice that can be paired with any swim 
bottoms.
Blue:     Obtained by analysing website data 
Green:  Obtained via image understanding

Input

Title:
2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top
Website:
https://2xu.de/products/core-compression
-l-s-ma6398a
Color: White
Size: M
Description:
Lightweight, sleek and comfortable 
design, UPF-50+ protection.

Output
Title:
2XU Men's Swim, Compression Long Sleeve 
Top, Black, Size M, PWX Fabric, Crew Neck

Color: Black

Description:
The 2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top is a sleek and comfortable top 
designed for swimmers of all levels. Made 
from lightweight and breathable PWX 
fabric, this top provides excellent 
moisture-wicking properties to keep you 
cool and dry during your swim. The UPF 50+ 
protection shields you from the sun's 
harmful rays, while the crew neck and long 
sleeves offer additional coverage. The black 
color of the top makes it a versatile choice 
that can be paired with any swim bottoms.

Blue:     Obtained by analysing website data 
Green:  Obtained via image understanding

Input

Title:
2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top
Website:
https://2xu.de/products/core-compression
-l-s-ma6398a
Color: White
Size: M
Description:
Lightweight, sleek and comfortable 
design, UPF-50+ protection.

Output
Title:
2XU Men's Swim, Compression Long Sleeve 
Top, Black, Size M, PWX Fabric, Crew Neck

Color: Black

Description:
The 2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top is a sleek and comfortable top 
designed for swimmers of all levels. Made 
from lightweight and breathable PWX 
fabric, this top provides excellent 
moisture-wicking properties to keep you 
cool and dry during your swim. The UPF 50+ 
protection shields you from the sun's 
harmful rays, while the crew neck and long 
sleeves offer additional coverage. The black 
color of the top makes it a versatile choice 
that can be paired with any swim bottoms.

Blue:     Obtained by analysing website data 
Green:  Obtained via image understanding

+29% clicks +25% impressions

Improve titles, generate compelling 
descriptions, and fix feed quality issues.

Multimodal, supports images and 
loading website data!
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Google Think 2024

Step 3 | Custom AI

Input

Title:
2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top
Website:
https://2xu.de/products/core-compressio
n-l-s-ma6398a
Color: White
Size: M
Description:
Lightweight, sleek and comfortable 
design, UPF-50+ protection.

Output
Title:
2XU Men's Swim, Compression Long 
Sleeve Top, Black, Size M, PWX Fabric, 
Crew Neck

Color: Black

Description:
The 2XU Men's Swim Compression Long 
Sleeve Top is a sleek and comfortable top 
designed for swimmers of all levels. Made 
from lightweight and breathable PWX 
fabric, this top provides excellent 
moisture-wicking properties to keep you 
cool and dry during your swim. The UPF 
50+ protection shields you from the sun's 
harmful rays, while the crew neck and long 
sleeves offer additional coverage. The 
black color of the top makes it a versatile 
choice that can be paired with any swim 
bottoms.
Blue:     Obtained by analysing website data 
Green:  Obtained via image understanding

github.com/google-marketing-solutions/feedgen



Shopping feed enhanced by GenAI,
In an AI-powered PMax campaign,

So at this point, we could have a

bidding on future values predicted by AI,
and partially modelled by AI

Step 3 | Custom AI



Your test plan
Test integrated AI fast and ask bigger questions 

Step 4



In your test plan, go beyond A/B tests in Google Ads
Step 4 | Your test plan

Incrementality
experiments

MMM Attribution

Use to calibrate 
and validate the 

MMM model

Use experiment 
results to inform 

how you view and 
use attributed values

Get real time updates
to inform areas for MMM 

deep dives

We are investing to make some of these 
tools more accessible for everyone

More news coming soon!

MMM Attribution

Incrementality
experiments

Meridian       . 
our open-sourced MMM

(invite only for now)

Friends of search    |    2024

MMM Attribution

Incrementality
experiments

NEW: Meridian 
our open-sourced MMM
(invite only for now)

NEW: Conversion lift for users 
& geographies coming to 
Google Ads UI & Performance 
Max
(Beta w. conversion threshold)

Performance Max uplift 
experiments 
> Vs other campaigns
> ‘NEW: Vs Pmax’ (final URL 
expansion as a first iteration)

NEW

● Conversion lift 2.0 for users & geos
● Conversion lift 2.0 for PMax 

(Betas w. conversion threshold)

NEW

Interesting A/B tests
● PMax vs old campaign mix
● FeedX (github)

NEW

Tools for sophisticated tests are becoming more accessible 

http://github.com/google-marketing-solutions/feedx


AI Powered Media 
Integrated and 
custom solutions

Your next steps

01. 01
. 01. 

01. 01
. 

01.  
01. 01

. 

02. 

03. 

Your Input

04. 
Custom AI

Google’s integrated AI

Your test plan

Clarify business objectives 
Check data foundations

Set targets to maximize profit, not ROAS
Guide PMax through NCA & value rules 

Explore 1 solution
Prioritize speed & bigger topics



AI is good at

Setting Bids

Finding Audiences

Generating Insights

Query matching

Marketing Strategy

Goal Setting

Defining value

Experimentation

Humans are good at

SEA specialists looking for 
things to do 



Thank you
さよなら

See you later


